A Parallel Architecture for Multiple-Face Detection Technique Using AdaBoost Algorithm and Haar Cascade
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ABSTRACT

Face detection is a very important biometric application in the field of image analysis and computer vision. The basic face detection method is AdaBoost algorithm with a cascading Haar-like feature classifiers based on the framework proposed by Viola and Jones. Real-time multiple-face detection, for instance on CCTVs with high resolution, is a computation-intensive procedure. If the procedure is performed sequentially, an optimal real-time performance will not be achieved. In this paper we propose an architectural design for a parallel and multiple-face detection technique based on Viola and Jones’ framework. To do this systematically, we look at the problem from 4 points of view, namely: data processing taxonomy, parallel memory architecture, the model of parallel programming, as well as the design of parallel program. We also build a prototype of the proposed parallel technique and conduct a series of experiments to investigate the gained acceleration.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Face detection is a process of identifying all regions of an image that contain a face regardless of position, orientation, and environmental conditions in the image [1]. Face detection is used in a variety of applications, such as control and security applications, and identification systems. Face detection algorithms have been widely researched and improved dramatically both in terms of performance and speed. Viola and Jones in [2] proposed a framework for face detection based on AdaBoost learning algorithm using Haar-like features. Typically face detection algorithms require a high-performance computation.

The development of microprocessors has been known to more or less follow Moore's law [3]. Increasing computation performance takes place rapidly with the growth of microprocessor. However, this increase is hardly able to catch up with the rapid advancement in image and video technology, including camera resolution, and in the computational requirements in many emerging real-time applications.

Parallelism was born from the approach used by system designers to implement concurrent processing concepts. This technique improves processing speed by multiplying the number of hardware modules that operate simultaneously, accompanied by forming multiple processes working simultaneously on hardware modules. Parallel processing and multi-core architectures have become key to achieving high performance in future computing systems [4]. In multi-core system standards, the level of parallelization is fixed and the performance can be improved only with certain architectural features, such as SIMD units or exploitation of cache effects [5]. In this paper we examine the approach by focusing on the parallel processing and multi-core architecture that work on desktops or notebook computers.

Our contribution. Our contribution is threefold: (1) we propose an architectural design for a parallel and multiple-face detection technique based on Viola-Jones framework, by looking at the problem from 4 point of views: data processing taxonomy, parallel memory architecture, the model of parallel programming, and...
the design of parallel program; (2) we build a prototype implementing the proposed algorithm; and (3) we conduct a series of experiments to demonstrate the acceleration of multi-face detection process parallelism.

**Previous work.** Viola-Jones method is the first design for a rapid object detection technique for real-time applications. Detector based on AdaBoost algorithm and Haar-like features is able to detect 15 frames per second in QVGA 311 700MHz Pentium processor [2]. Deng and Pei in [6] proposed a multi-view face detection method, which combines skin color information and AdaBoost. Their method was tested with a set of 50 high-resolution images (640×480) on a 2.4GHz Pentium 4 processor. Detection rate reached more than 95% and the processing time is approximately 400 milliseconds per image [6]. A faster variant based on AdaBoost was proposed in [7]. The author showed that approximately 134,736 sub-windows are processed by the primitive search method; while, after optimization, the method they proposed could narrow down the number of processed sub-windows to only 38,532.

Another way to improve the performance is to run the face detection algorithm in multi-processor or multi-core systems. Open Source Computer Vision Library (OpenCV) provides many optimized image-processing algorithms using multi-threading technique. OpenCV can be optimized by using the single instruction multiple data (SIMD) technique or other special instructions as shown in [8]. A study conducted by Puppala in [9] used Very Long Instruction Word-SIMD (VLIW-SIMD) processor architecture to accelerate object detection algorithms in embedded applications, and resulted in a detection rate of 8.33 fps. Chen in [10] showed how to analyze parallelism at the thread level, and how to choose the right one to take advantage of existing 4-core and 8-core processors. By optimization and parallelization, face detection with AdaBoost algorithm utilizing multi-core processors achieved result that is 7 times faster than the serial version. Shekhar and Varaganti [11] presented a method to efficiently parallelize face detection method, which can be developed on any object detection algorithms for Symmetric Multi-Processing (SMP) architecture. This research indicated that a well-designed parallel face detection algorithm would result in a performance gain 2 times faster than the dual-core systems [11].

A parallel variant of Viola-Jones method has been developed on a single GPU + CPU desktop system with a high bandwidth to achieve GPU thread parallelism [12]. The authors reported that the system, which is running on a NVIDIA GeForce GTX260 graphic card, could achieve a speed of 12 fps and detection rate of 92%. The performance of an implementation of Viola-Jones face detection method using NVIDIA and AMD GPUs showed speed-ups that reach up to 5.193 until 35.08 times (average 16.91) and, respectively, 5.85 until 32.641 times (average 17.535) [13]. Most researches focus on the use of hardware architectures to improve performance. Our approach is to focus on achieving better performance on multi-core systems, in the hope that the proposed design can be easily applied to the SMP systems without any additional hardware.

**Organization of the paper.** This paper is divided into 4 sections. In Section 2, we introduce the face detection method of Viola and Jones. Section 3 presents the design of the parallel architecture for the algorithm. In Section 5, we discuss implementation issues and several experiments we conducted. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. **RESEARCH METHOD**

2.1. **Face Detection with Viola-Jones Method**

Face detection by Viola-Jones method has been widely used by many researchers in a variety of applications because of its high degree of accuracy and speed. Broadly, Viola-Jones method consists in 4 four steps, as depicted by Figure 1.

![Figure 1. Face detection process with Viola-Jones method](image)

**Pre-processing.** At this stage, an image, as an input, undergoes scaling and gray-scaling processes:

a. Scaling is the process of resizing a digital image. This is performed so that all digital images have the same size. To perform scaling in our implementation, we take advantage of the package display object and we reduce the size of digital images by using the interpolation method.

b. Gray-scaling is the process of converting a full-colour digital image into a two-colour image once it has been through the process of scaling.

**Determining Haar-like features.** After scaling and gray-scaling in the first stage, Viola-Jones algorithms will attempt to systematically detect faces in the image and at the same time determine their positions. This is
carried out by looking for features that have high degrees of differentiation in all possible rectangular regions (called sub-windows) in the image. For this purpose, the algorithm uses a selection of Haar-like features. A Haar-like feature is a contrasting pattern in several (usually from 2 to 4) adjacent rectangular regions in an image; cf. Figure 2. The pixel intensities in each region are summed and the difference between these sums is calculated. This difference determines the Haar-like feature found in the corresponding sub-window formed by the adjacent rectangular regions. Figure 2 depicts four Haar-like features used in this study, while Figure 3 shows how these features roughly correspond with the contrasting shades of faces in an image.

Computing integral image. Integral image was first introduced in [14] and it is used to quickly compute and find Haar-like features in an image [15]. Integral image at location \((x,y)\) is defined as the pixel intensity at the rectangular region from the top left (0,0) down to point \((x,y)\) [15], namely:

\[
ii(x, y) = \sum_{x' \leq x, y' \leq y} i(x', y')
\]

where \(ii(x,y)\) is the integral value of all image pixels in a rectangular region from (0,0) to (x,y), while \(i(x,y)\) is the pixel value at location \((x,y)\). The computation of integral image can be performed quickly and efficiently for all points in the image once and for all. Once the integral image of all points is obtained, the pixel intensity of any sub-window in the image can be computed using only at most four memory references. For instance, cf. Figure 4, the integral image value at point 4 \((ii(4))\) is the sum of sub-windows A + B + C + D. Similarly, the integral image value at point 3 \((ii(3))\) is the sum of sub-windows A + C. Therefore, the integral image value of sub-window D can be obtained simply by computing \((ii(1) + ii(4)) - (ii(2) + ii(3))\), which only requires four memory references.

Detection with cascading classifiers. A series of classifiers (namely Haar-like features, each with increasing importance) is applied to each sub-window. In the first step of the classification, each sub-window will be classified using a particular feature. If the result of the feature does not meet the desired criteria, the result was rejected. The algorithm then moves on to the next sub-window and calculates the value of feature again. If the result obtained fulfills the desired threshold, then the algorithm proceeds with the next steps, i.e. the next features in the series. A sub-window is considered containing a face, if it passes through all steps of the classification. Figure 5 depicts an example of the face detection result. By combining the classification in a cascading structure, the speed of detection can be greatly improved, as sub-windows that contain insufficient number of Haar-like features are discarded rapidly.

2.2. The Design of Parallel Architecture

Data processing taxonomy. Based on Michael J. Flynn’s data processing taxonomy [16], the designed parallel architecture employs Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) model. This model allows a single
independently processed by a classifier. By duplicating the classifier, it is relatively simple to parallelize and parallelizing them using available compiler command.

Three sources of possible parallel data processing can be identified in the Viola-Jones method, namely:
1. The computation of integral image.
2. The processing of sub-windows: As show in Figure 6, face detection method of Viola and Jones uses the principle of the sliding window. The method performs an exhaustive search of all possible sub-windows and then determines whether a set of Haar-like features is found in each sub-window. Input image may contain tens of thousands of sub-windows. Each sub-window can be processed in parallel because they are independent of each other.
3. The processing of classifiers: each classifier in the AdaBoost algorithm can be computed in parallel since they are also independent of each other. In fact, this is desirable, since most of the classifiers are weak and therefore will be discarded.

**Parallel memory architecture.** The proposed parallel architecture employs a shared memory architecture [4]. In shared memory architecture, multiple CPUs using a shared memory resource, where all CPUs and the memory are connected via a single bus. All processors can then access all memory as a global address space. The main reason for selecting this architecture is because we wish to develop a parallel architecture that is especially suitable for multi-core environments, instead of computer clusters.

**Model of parallel programming.** In software approach of parallel programming, the best and simplest way to implement parallelism is to use multithreading. It is even more encouraging to note that almost all modern programming libraries, which usually provide multithreading facilities, provide a mechanism to automatically execute different threads in different processor cores.

Three widely used programming models are available nowadays: OpenMP, POSIX threads (Pthreads) and the Message Passing Interface (MPI). OpenMP is a set of Application Programming Interfaces, which is used to develop parallel applications on shared-memory platforms [17]. OpenMP developers just use compiler commands to parallelize existing sequential programs and need not worry about synchronization and communication, as calculation tasks (e.g.: command loop) annotated with compiler's parallel commands are automatically allocated to thread [18].

**Design of Parallel Program.** Increasing the efficiency of and optimizing program code for modern parallel architectures is a time consuming task and tends to produce mistakes. Designing parallel programs requires many iterations of code transformations, tuning and performance analysis, and in many cases, has to be redone at each different architecture [19].
sweeping, where a thread is assigned a set of sub-windows of the same rows to process. The architectural design of the parallelization is shown in Figure 7.

3. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

To demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed parallel architecture, we perform a series of experiments on a notebook with Intel® Core™ 2 duo, dual-core processor running at 2.00 GHz, 2 GB of memory, and a desktop computer with Intel® Core™ 2, quad-core processor running at 2.33 GHz, 2 GB of memory. Both systems run Microsoft Windows 7 Operating System.

In the experiments, we use ten 320×240 pixel images; each depicting human faces of varying numbers. We then record the computation times (in seconds) of both serial and parallel implementations of the Viola-Jones method run on the two different machine configurations. The experimental result is shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Result of experiments with serial and parallel multiple-face detection

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Images</th>
<th>Number of Faces</th>
<th>Serial (second)</th>
<th>Parallel (second)</th>
<th>Acceleration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>DBHADI 1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>DBHADI 2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>14.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>DBHADI 3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>14.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>DBHADI 4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>DBHADI 5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>DBHADI 6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>10.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>DBHADI 7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>11.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>DBHADI 8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>11.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>DBHADI 9</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>11.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>DBHADI 10</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>11.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 indicates that the parallel face detection systems on a 2-core processor has the performance improvement ranging from 10 seconds to 21 seconds when processing a 320×240 image. On a 4-core processor, on the other hand, the performance improvement ranges from 66 seconds to 100 seconds. We observe that more faces in the input image results in slower performance gain. This is to be expected, since each face must pass through more classifiers and therefore takes more time to process. Figure 8 shows the result of the proposed face detection system. The red squares represent the detected face on the image.

Figure 8. Experimental result of the multiple-face detection systems

4. CONCLUSION

We have laid out our proposal of an architectural design for a parallel and multiple-face detection technique based on Viola and Jones framework in this paper. We have also built a prototype of the proposed parallel technique and conducted a series of experiments to investigate the gained acceleration. The proposed approach has proven to be effective. Since input images may contain tens of thousands of sub-windows and the classifier in the AdaBoost algorithm must compute these one by one, the performance gain from parallelizing the algorithm by replicating the classifier is enormous. The experiment we have conducted validates this. Performance gains of up to around 21 and 100 times can be obtained on 2-core and respectively 4-core systems.

We are planning to perform further studies on tuning the prototypical parallel implementation and adding more features and improvements. We are also interested in studying the energy consumption of the proposed parallel method, as face detection technique is increasingly used in mobile devices equipped with multi-core processors.
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